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To The Moment Went A Traveller
... is the story of an encounter with
the weird and wonderful world of the now.
Told in verse, this enchanting tale celebrates the value of
stepping back every now and then from doing and thinking,
and taking the time to just breathe,
let it all go, and explore a bit of silence, stillness and space
where hidden treasures can be found.
Acknowledging the power of the present
and how our thoughts affect our experience of it,
this friendly ‘ode to the moment’ will touch the hearts and minds
of anyone who has experienced a meditative silence
or connected with a deep sense of timeless mystery.
You’re invited to join the Moment Traveller
on the strange and magical journey into what lies within.
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This book is dedicated to the precious now
and the source of life that resides within us all.
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Introduction
This ryhming short story initially came to me some years ago when
I first got the inspiration to capture the feeling of meditation in a
poem. One particularly sunny autumn afternoon, as I was gazing
out of a second-storey window enjoying the view, I had one of those
consciousness-changing moments where thoughts seem to suddenly
disappear and a stillness and receptivity opens up that goes beyond
our usual perceptions. The air was charged with an electricity and
aliveness, as though life’s volume knob, and my senses, had been
cranked up to 11. I felt a strong sense of awe and wonder, as if I
had been suddenly transported into an illusion or lucid dream.
As I sat there at the kitchen table enjoying this altered state, I heard
the line come to mind, “To the moment went a traveller, in search
of knowledge true ...” and sensing that there was more to come,
I reached for a pen. An hour or two later I was looking at a handful
of pages containing the first stirrings of a poem that would eventually
become this book you’re holding.
Over the years that followed, when I was sitting in meditation
or reflection, the Traveller would occasionally whisper in my ear
asking to be revisited and completed. So I continued to return to the
poem, nudging it into shape and bringing it to life. The vision was to
create a tale describing the essence of the meditative journey and to
celebrate the magic and mystery of life in the here-and-now. A story
that could speak to the ‘moment traveller’ in each of us.
I’ve always been encouraged by meditation’s abilty to refocus the
mind and connect us with deeper levels of awareness and intuition.
Part of being human is that our experience is shaped by the mind and
the power of our thoughts. We tend to be caught up in a continuous
process of thinking, as the different parts of our brain seek to label,
compare, evaluate, control and question, all in an effort to make
sense of our reality. And sometimes this thinking can run rampant
and get wildly out of balance, affecting our ability to fully appreciate
the moment and what’s in front of us.

Fortunately though, we also have the ability to step back from our
thoughts and let go of our attachment to them. When we do this,
we notice that there’s a subtle part of our awareness which observes
our thinking, and which is independent of any thoughts or limiting
ideas that we have about ourselves and the world. If we can become
more conscious of our thoughts and learn to tame the mental clutter,
we can access this wider awareness, and experience an expanded
sense of the present. Thus we can connect more with the flow of life,
rather than struggling against the current.
So this little story offers a friendly reminder of how simply taking
the time to sit in silence can help break the momentum of our
thoughts. And in the space created, we can get further in touch with
our essential, authentic selves, and the more timeless and universal
parts of our being ... as our friend the Traveller discovers.
As Ralph Waldo Emerson put it,“What lies before us and what lies
behind us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us.”
I hope you enjoy To The Moment Went A Traveller and that it
inspires you to keep reconnecting in your own way with life’s
mysterious adventure.
Wishing you peace and good fortune on your path.
Peter Kent

“I think that what we’re seeking
is an experience of being alive, so that our life experiences
on the purely physical plane will have resonances
within our own innermost being and reality,
so that we actually feel the rapture of being alive.”
Joseph Campbell
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Prologue

Once upon a time ago,
in a place not far away,
where the wide green lands meet the ocean sands
and the air is wet with spray,
there passed a weary traveller
down a long and winding road,
on the journey of the countless steps
that his travellings had known.
He had come beyond the city’s walls
and the bustling noise of town
to a place where nature could be heard
and there was no one else around.
He’d walked till streets had turned to tracks,
then just footprints in the sand,
to the seaside bay, where the sun’s warm rays
would help him understand.
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He’d come to leave his woes behind
and to seek horizon’s smile,
and had landed in this tranquil place
to re-connect a while.
From across the storms of dreams half born
this traveller had come forth,
and was sore in need of a compass new
and a nudge towards true north.
The ocean’s arms lay welcome stretched
’neath the sky’s wide open door,
and he stood there near the water’s edge
to find himself once more.
And there upon the fresh blank page
of this ordinary day,
there occurred a curious meeting, friends,
which this story now relays
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...

To the moment went a traveller ...
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... a soul like me and you
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... a mystery unraveller
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he was tired of all the running around

in the quest for some happiness.
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And first the traveller noticed
in the space behind his eyes,
that a multitude of thoughts swirled round
upon his inward skies.

So many things were circling there
like seagulls in his mind,
all crying for attention
in that place that watching finds.
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A stream of mental images
and pictures, sights and scenes
beamed through his mind’s projection room
and flickered on his screen.
Internal sounds were also heard
in his heart and mind and brain,
as perceptions, feelings, thoughts and words
in waves and ripples came.
And a chattering crowd of commentary
from all sides tumbled in,
cascading like an avalanche
through his valleys there within.
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There were thoughts about relationships
and the people in his life,
				
and thoughts about his home and work
and financial enterprise.
His agendas and ‘to do’ lists,
schedules, plans, routines,
appointments, calls and meetings
and everything between.
The challenges of daily life,
from the washing on the line
to the dishes, bills, and admin tasks
that consumed his precious time.
And the question and the quandary
of how all that he surveyed
could be squeezed between the narrow gate
of the hours in a day.
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Our traveller’s mind was teeming
with all these thoughts and more,
as a million neural pathways
explored their different doors.
He thought about life’s highlights
and its challenges as well,
all the things that weighed him down
and the things that served him well.
The strengths he’d been bestowed with
and his gifts to pass along,
and all the things he’d like to bring
to this planet he was on.
His dreams and schemes, and the central themes
of all he’d love to do,
imagining how his life might be
if his wishes could come true.
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Jump to page 32
Emotional turbulence ...
Then something begins to shift ...

And currents of emotion flowed		
with these thoughts of every kind,
as the traveller, in his restful pose,
surveyed the moving mind.
There was self-reproach and shamefulness
then acceptance, healing, love,
all falling down and spinning round
from below, beside, above.
Confusion and uncertainty,
resentment, sadness, doubt,
then excitement and compassion
all swirling round about.
The surging of emotion’s waves
besieged his inner realms,
and despite his tries to stem the tide
their persistence overwhelmed.
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He bobbed and tossed, with direction lost
and his centre hard to find,
as the constant din of the whirl within
made him struggle to unwind.
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This turbulence unsettled him
bringing anxiousness and stress,
as he wrestled with the push and pull
and tried to come to rest.
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And as emotions moved and danced
and thoughts rehearsed their lines,

he saw his basic circumstance
was this kaleidoscope of mind.
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Yet as he sat there patiently
amidst this wax and wane,
he found that something shifted
and things began to change.
He noticed that his thoughts seemed real
if he held them in his gaze,
but were also spirits, vapour thin,
and would retreat if not engaged.
And as each thought would come to pass,
half formed and fresh arrived,
it very soon would swift depart
if attention was denied.
And waiting in the watchfulness,
just observing all that flowed,
his patience soon rewarded him
and the thoughts began to go.
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He took a deep and cleansing breath
and then a few breaths more,
and felt a growing space begin
to open up its doors.

And awareness grew more powerful
with each new breath he’d take,
the in-breath realigning him,
the out-breath in its wake.
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And as he focused on his breath
further clarity arrived,
as the mental static disappeared
and the thinking fell aside.
The clinging of his memories
and his grip on future days
were gradually surrendered
and no longer did persuade.
And as the thoughts reduced their flow
and began more to recede,
the currents of emotion slowed
and did likewise grant reprieve.
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And perceptions that just recently
seemed a solid story told
just disappeared in a fading mist,
like illusions now dissolved.
The cacophony of commentary
now evicted from his mind
had packed up all its baggage
leaving empty rooms behind.
And without the loud rotations
of thinking’s noisy wheels,
a mesmerising nothingness
was quietly revealed.
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A stillness opened up inside
where thoughts once filled the space
and a receptive, pregnant emptiness		
now beckoned in their place ...
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Jump to page 44
The presence arrives ...

And suddenly his yesterdays
were nowhere to be seen.
Tomorrow too was gone from view
there remained just that between.

That place where past and future meet
at the edge of what’s to be,
and the current moment spirals out
from her vast eternal sea.
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And a presence was apparent
as he sat there on the sand
that no thought could ever conquer
or emotion understand.
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This presence quietly filled him
with a joy he’d felt before,
a peace he knew within himself
yet so very rarely sought.

And he wondered how he’d left it,
for he now most clearly saw
that this peace lies always waiting there
singing forth its silent call.
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Jump to page 50
The presence speaks ...

And the presence spoke, though not with words.
It said:

“I’m glad you’ve come,

and left behind your many thoughts
for adventure with The One.”
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This formless voice was welcoming
and the traveller felt clear
that his questions and his answers
all intersected here.

“Hello old friend,” it seemed to say,
“What is it that you seek?
For I give to any wanderer

who should stop to hear me speak.”
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“I’m not that sure,” the traveller said,
when a silent pause had passed.

“Perhaps I seek a question then,
if I have not one to ask.”
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“That could be so,” the voice replied,
“for a question points the light
to the answer that it partners,
and the knowledge it invites.
Yet ask it from the depths of you,
from your soul and from your heart,
for questioning with the surface mind
may distort this subtle art.
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The mind is like a labyrinth,
full of walls and corridors
and countless turns and windings
through its many halls and doors.
And all its different levels
have their place and play their part,
yet thinking, too, needs mastery,
like any well-honed art.
The craft of thought is yours to wield
as a hero wields a sword,
yet also with a patient shield
for a treasure’s true reward.
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Jump to page 64
The feeling deepens ...

And the traveller felt the presence
humming strong throughout his frame,
as if he and all around him
were fashioned of the same.
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A strange transforming alchemy
was taking place beneath the sun,
as the presence and the traveller
now interwove as one.

And a knowingness encircled him,
as the traveller clearly sensed
a new and deep connection
with something quite immense.
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He felt a strange transparency
with no boundaries to maintain,
and no fences, walls or barriers
between himself and every plane.

An embracing light came flooding through
from within his deeper well,
and the power of its radiance
could be felt in every cell.
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Jump to page 78
Appreciating the beauty ...

And there beneath the glowing sun,
our traveller was imbued
with the scene that lay before him
and the sky so vast and blue.
He found himself astounded
as the beauty filled his sight
and vivid colours, shapes and forms
performed their dance of light.
The blue-green sheen of the water’s gleam
and the texture of the sand,
the birds above the lighthouse,
the air, the sea, the land.
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Here was wild perfection,
a profoundly wondrous space
where nature’s awesome spectacle
was revealed in all its grace.
The landscape and the sky converged		
at the bending of the sphere,
and all the truths he’d ever heard
had newly joined him here.
The universe was truly one
with the place at which he stood,
and behind his eyes the thin disguise
was gone, and all was good.
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And he lingered there for quite some time
in the wake of all he’d sensed,
transformed by the conversation
that he’d had with the immense.

Resting in his deeper state,
with the world a thin-veiled dream,
and savouring the grateful space
where awe had intervened.
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Jump to page 88
As the traveller leaves ...

And the seagulls flying overhead
were sure of something new
in the air above that friendly place
where the traveller had passed through.

For the magic of the moment
is a sacred, natural thing,
and when human beings embrace it
the world around them sings.
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And wherever there’s a traveller
who joins the song divine,
by dwelling for a moment’s pause
beneath the waves of time ...

A ripple on the ocean stirs
that resounds throughout the spheres
and sounds its call in one and all
beyond the hours and years.
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Thanks for looking through the preview of
To The Moment Went A Traveller.
We hope you enjoyed.

